FACE MATTERS

My fab glam squad, including makeup artist Camila Fernandez, worked
hard to make me camera-ready,
and as I took advice, I also noted
the products used. I was already
a fan of L’Oréal’s Color Riche
nude lipsticks in Eva and
Cheryl (created for Eva
Longoria and Cheryl
Fernandez-Versini) and
regularly use Brow Artist to add
colour and definition to brows.
And it is always good to have
an expert reminder of how to
use concealer properly.
1. L’Oréal Paris Color Riche
nude lipstick in Eva, £6.99
2. Bobbi Brown Creamy
Concealer Kit in Beige,
£24.50
3. L’Oréal Paris Brow Artist
Plumper in Brown, £5.99

BEAUTY

NAILING IT

Nail technician Lorraine Griffin is the
go-to manicurist for Versace and did Kate
Moss’s nails for her Playboy cover shoot,
so it was an honour to have her paint my
nails in the most wearable nude. There is
nothing quite like being told off for my
usual gel nail enamel addiction by a
professional in the know. “Gel polish can
dry your nails if you don’t give them a
break,” Lorraine warned. “So use a good
nail oil every night.”
1. CND SolarOil nail and cuticule
conditioner, £12.95, from blowltd.com
2. L’Oréal Paris
Color Riche Nail
in Rose
Bagatelle,
£4.99

BEAUTY
INSIDER
Our beauty editor Nadine Baggott takes you
behind the scenes as she steps in front of the
camera for her very own photo shoot

I spend a lot of time behind the camera,
chatting to actresses, models and singers or
interviewing make-up artists and hairstylists, so I
wanted to invite you behind the scenes of my own
photo shoot with photographer Simon Emmett, the
man responsible for Helen Mirren’s new L’Oréal
Paris campaign shots (above left). The Oscarwinning star was my inspiration for the day, but what
was she like to work with? “To be honest, I was a
little in awe,” confided Simon, who has
photographed more than his share of A-listers. “She
was kind and patient, funny and smart – she had us
all in thrall. A total professional and, of course,
utterly beautiful, and ballsy too – can I say that?”

Ready for my
close-up thanks to
hairstylist Syd Hayes
and make-up artist
Camila (right)
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• For more make-up matters and best beauty advice follow @nadinebaggott

